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THE STATE OF STATE GOVERNMENT RECORDS: OBSERVATIONS
STATE OF STATES/TERRITORIES CURRENT eRECS PROGRAMS

A: Have an electronic records program that addresses all stages of the life cycle
B: Have an electronic records program, but it does not address all stages of the life cycle
C: Have started an electronic records program, but little or nothing has been implemented
D: Have not yet begun tackling electronic records

2011  2017
SUCCESES

• Raised level of awareness…
• Moved several States/Territories along the path…
• Self Assessment tools…
• Collaborative engagement…
• PERTTS…
STATE OF STATES/TERRITORIES CURRENT ERECS HOLDINGS

- **FY 2006**: 76.5 Terabytes
- **FY 2010**: 245.6 Terabytes
- **FY 2012**: 425.8 Terabytes
- **FY 2014**: 633.5 Terabytes
- **FY 2016**: 1,371.10 Terabytes
CHALLENGES

• Internal:
  – Exponential growth of holdings...
  – Staffing & skills sets still lagging...
  – Governance...
• The “SERI Data”:
  – Transparency of data...
  – Is it addressing ARV, RM or both?
• CoSA:
  – Volunteer...
  – Exists on Soft-$s...
  – Limited Community...
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS...

• Governance:
  – Hierarchical governance models?
    • RM→ARV or RM + ARV or RM | ARV or RM↔ARV
    • IG vs RM
  – State/Territorial Records Committees
    • ARV, RM, Legal, Fiscal (& procurement), HR, IT, Audit, Admin State & Admin Local
• Peer Comparison: Canada, Australia, UK, EU, etc?
• Robust Case Study Repository
• Where is the overlap w/other ARV/DP/RM orgs & programming?
• Flip the message!
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